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Fiction reading in a practice where L1 and L2 learners are
taught together
Anita Norlund

Faculty of Librarianship, Information, Education and IT, University of Borås, Borås, Sweden

ABSTRACT
This article deals with an educational practice that involved main-
streaming students taking Swedish as a second language and others
taking Swedish as a first language. It explores the fiction-reading
teaching practice in this mainstreaming framework, a matter of
which has been intensely debated internationally. Three upper sec-
ondary classes and four teachers were involved and the empirical
data consists of interviews and classroom observations. The analysis
is built on the theory of practice architecture and captures a set of
three arrangements; cultural-discursive, material-economic and social-
political, and seeks to illuminate the associated opportunities and
obstacles. The teachers’ balanced approaches were found to be
enabling while constraining aspects emerged in relation to, among
other things, unclear policy documents. The theory not only helped
identifying the complexity of implementing a mainstreamed class-
room, but also the benefits arising from teachers who took a praxis
approach.
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This article focuses on a teaching practice intended to initiate students into the practice
of reading fiction. The practice was characterised by ‘mainstreaming’ students taking
Swedish as a Second Language (SVA/L2) and students taking Swedish as a First language
(SVE/L1) in a collaborative organisation, framed by the first stage of a pilot project
initiated by a teacher group and funded by a local bank. Here, ‘mainstreaming’ refers
to an arrangement where students taking two different courses are stirred into a fiction
reading practice together. Although the L1 and L2 students of concern before the pilot
project had only been separated during the Swedish as a First Language and Swedish as
a Second Language lessons, their teachers had noticed that the students brought these
segregated groupings into other subjects too; this worried the teachers. The pilot
project was based on the overall assumption that the two groups of learners would
benefit from being ‘stirred’ together into the practice of reading fiction.

The group of pilot project teachers had contacted me as researcher from the regional
university (and a colleague of mine) in connection with the writing of an application to
a funding source. This paper emerges from the research and explores the teaching
practices intended to ‘stir’ students into the practice of reading fiction within
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a mainstreaming framework, and seeks to illuminate what enabled and constrained the
realisation of the project.

In response to recent influxes of immigrants to Sweden, the best educational condi-
tions for students studying a second language have been intensely debated. For
instance, in the peak year of 2015 70, 000 asylum-seeking children and young people
arrived in Sweden. This is a remarkably large number in comparison to previous years.
Hence, the country has a much more diverse student population than previously, and
schools have reported having difficulties in adapting to the new heterogeneity of their
students (Economou 2015). The difficulties and optimal strategies for dealing with them
have also been intensely debated in Australia and various other countries (Hammond
2006). Thus, the pilot project addressed issues that are highly important from local,
national and global perspectives.

There are various possible approaches for teaching a language to groups of students
including some learning it as a first language and others learning it as a second
language (L1 and L2, respectively). Some authors have highlighted the benefits of
mainstreaming. For example, Hammond (2006) recommends mainstreaming, provided
all students are given sufficiently high cognitive challenges in parallel with strong and
explicit support. Similarly, Fridlund (2011) advocated teaching Swedish as a single sub-
ject to merged groups. However, this drew strong protests from a group of L2 research-
ers in a major Swedish morning newspaper (Göteborgsposten 2012), who
recommended reinforcement of the L2 subject. These contributions clearly illustrate
the diversity of opinions regarding optimal strategies.

One argument for mainstreaming is based on convictions and demonstrations that
students benefit from working together. In separate groups there are risks of students
falling into ‘self-contained, hermetic universes’ (Bunch 2006, 285), which may limit both
their linguistic and content area knowledge. Since this article focuses particularly on
literature education, it should also be mentioned that several studies have shown that
literary texts and literary analyses can potentially support the development of second or
foreign language learning (see Barrete, Paesani, and Vinall 2010; Bloemert, Jansen and
van de Grift 2016; Hammond 2006; Pass and Mantero 2009).

In parallel to research-based arguments for mainstreaming, previous studies have also
highlighted some challenges emerging in such an organisation. One challenge has to do
with the L2 students’ feelings of being linguistically inferior (Economou 2015; Pappamihiel
2002) and, as a consequence, how to address this matter. Another challenge refers to the
teachers’ selection of literary works to read. Economou (2015) showed how L2 learners
expressed resistance towards a novel about a family that had left Iran for Sweden, and
argued that they rather preferred to broaden their horizons. Accordingly, the immediate
assumption, that is to avoid the national cultural heritage and instead choose novels in
which the L2 learners can identify themselves, is not unproblematic. Finally, particularly
emphasised in previous research is the problem with lower intellectual challenges in
the second language classroom (see for instance Economou 2013; Johnson 1996).

Theoretical background

The present analysis is built on the theory of practice architectures (Kemmis and
Grootenboer 2008; Kemmis et al. 2014; Edwards-Groves, Grootenboer, and Wilkinson
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2018; for examples of the application of the theory see for instance Sjølie, Francisco, and
Langelotz 2018) which enables studies at both local and other levels of the educational
system that affect the local level. Thus, the application of this theory enables a dynamic
analysis of practices and the connections between them. An analysis of a practice
involves a close study of three elements. The first element, sayings, is mediated through
language, the second element, doings, is mediated through activity and work, and,
finally, the third element, relatings, is mediated through power and solidarity (Mahon
et al. 2017). The establishment and maintenance of equity for all students were core
goals of the project, so appropriate changes in relatings were overarching objectives, but
such changes are inevitably dependent on assumptions (sayings) and actions (doings).
Together these three elements constitute a practice, in the case of this article the
teaching practice within a mainstreaming framework where fiction reading was particu-
larly of interest.

Comprehensive analysis of a practice not only involves a study where all three of these
elements are taken into account but also three further phenomena and concepts drawn
from the theory of practice architectures: cultural-discursive arrangements (i.e. the arrange-
ments affecting sayings), material-economic arrangements (i.e. the arrangements affecting
doings) and social-political arrangements (i.e. the arrangements affecting relatings) (see
Kemmis and Grootenboer 2008; Kemmis et al. 2014). Arrangements here refer to (three)
different categories of external structures. For instance, a school’s supply of novels make up
an external structure, a material-economic arrangement, that affects doings, that is the
students’ possibilities of reading. Together the three kinds of arrangements form the
architectures of the practice. Analyzing the arrangements also illuminates what enables
and constrains the realisations of the project. Thus, together the two sets of concepts enable
the exploration of the teaching practice intended to stir students into the practice of reading
fiction within a mainstreaming framework and what enabled and constrained the realisa-
tions of the project, which is also the aim of this article.

Before moving on, a companion to the theory will be introduced; the theory of ecologies
of practices (Kemmis et al. 2012; Mahon et al. 2017; Wilkinson and Bristol 2012), which
represents an understanding that practices relate to each other. There are five major
practices often mentioned in the theoretical literature: teachers’ classroom educational
practice (teaching); students’ academic and social practices (learning); educational leader-
ship and administration; professional development/learning; and educational research and
evaluation. In the case of this article, the educational leadership and administration of the
school made the mainstreamed teaching practice possible by adapting to the teachers’
need for a coordinated timetable.

Method

The pilot project took place from August 2016 to June 2017 at an upper secondary school
located in western Sweden, hosting approximately 1000 students. The school has a long
tradition, primarily of technical education, but offers various programmes.

The project design relied on the fact that the L2 (SVA) teacher was present once
a week in all classes and also gathered the students taking course SVA 1 for a -
further hour’s tuition per week. We as researchers and authors followed the project in
a minor contract research solution (142 hours overall).
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Participants

In total, there were three L1 teachers and one L2 teacher who actively and collabora-
tively participated in the pilot project. Moreover, three year-one classes (of 16-year-old
students) with different educational orientations were involved in the pilot project. The
orientations represented were Child and Recreation Programme (here with a particular
sports orientation), Technology Programme, and Business Management and Economics
Programme. The first is a vocational programme, which does not qualify pupils for higher
education unless they take optional courses, while the others prepare pupils for higher
education. The students in the classes included some who had been in Sweden for as
little as two or three years, and thus were still categorised as newly-arrived.

The two curricula

The differences between the two subjects and their respective curricula had pre-
viously been small (see Fridlund 2011; Lundgren 2012), but they were substantially
increased by a curricular reform in 2011 (Gy11, see Appendix A). In parallel with the
curricular differences, the National Agency for Education reports that the national test
in general:

. . . is common in Swedish 1 and Swedish as a Second Language 1. However, the grading
foundation and certain tasks might differ between the two subjects since the test is in line
with the curriculum of each subject and its core content and knowledge requirements.
(www.skolverket.se)

Also relevant for the comparison is that L2 learners are allowed more time for the
national test.

Both of the Swedish subjects are divided into three upper secondary courses. The two
considered here are the first of the sets of three L1 and L2 courses. The second course, in
each case, is compulsory for all students on the corresponding track, while the third is
not compulsory for vocational programs, but it is for academically preparatory programs,
and for eligibility for higher education.

Procedure

The teachers and researchers met on a few occasions prior to the project’s commence-
ment. In the beginning of the project we also attended a meeting with all L1 and L2
teachers at the school. Here, we developed insights into the two different literature
teaching traditions that characterised the two subjects respectively. These differences
were confirmed in ‘the inventory of practice traditions’ that the pilot project leader was
requested to write early in the pilot project (see below).

As far as ethical aspects are concerned, we provided the teachers with an information
letter which they forwarded to the students’ parents. The students were also informed
orally about their rights in connection to the interviews in which they participated.

The empirical material was collected through a variety of methods. An important
element was an Inventory of practice traditions, inspired by Kemmis et al. (2014, 226),
which the pilot project leader was requested to write early in the project. Here, ‘practice
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traditions’ refers to how teachers representing the two school subjects respectively had
previously stirred their students into fiction reading practice(s), for instance through the
selection of novels to read and through the selection of activities surrounding these
novels in the classroom. Inter alia, the pilot project leader was asked to ‘Describe how
participants have acted and interacted within the L1/L2 teaching practices in recent
years.’ In addition to this inventory, the empirical material included observations of 11
lessons two of which were jointly recorded by us, the two researchers, although we were
seated in different places in the classroom and used two different kinds of observation
schemes. Here, an observation scheme based on sayings, doings and relatings and
cultural-discursive, material-economic and social-political arrangements, was used. The
observations covered all three participating classes and all four participating teachers,
and took place particularly on lessons focusing fiction reading.

A focus group interview was conducted with the four teachers. The interview ques-
tions were inspired by the three elements comprising a practice, and the three kinds of
arrangements shaping a practice according to the theory of practice architectures theory
(see Appendix B). The empirical material also includes observations of the early meeting
of all the L1/L2 teachers in the school and a full planning day with the pilot project
team. We also conducted three focus group interviews with students, each with a group
of six students drawn from one of the classes (a different class in each case). To form
these groups the teachers were asked, if possible, to select and invite two students
taking the L1 course, two taking the Swedish as an L2 course and two who had
expressed hesitation about which course to take. All data were categorised in accor-
dance with the three elements (sayings, doings and relatings) and the three kinds of
arrangements derived from the theory of practice architectures.

The practice architectures of teaching in a mainstreaming framework

In this section I describe how the practices were shaped. Three condensed field notes
from three lessons respectively provide the starting point for our analysis. The lessons
clearly deal with fiction reading (the Swedish subject/-s consists of many other curricular
contents and our observations include also these), and all three classes are represented.

The first field note is collected from a lesson around the first novel read during the
school year:

Two teachers are present: one L1 teacher and one L2 teacher. Today’s lesson includes
a follow-up activity on the third section of the novel The emperor of Portugallia. The teachers
start with a short individual check-up to make sure that everyone is on track. The L1 teacher
directs the students to the digital platform for this. Clarifications are made by the L1
teacher: ‘Now we will recapitulate [from the last lesson on The Emperor of Portugallia].
‘Re’ – you know the little prefix?’. The pupils then work in their (mixed) base groups to
answer questions on the novel. The questions are varied, dealing with both form and
content. Most base groups sit in rows of four desks. At times the students ask questions;
some of these refer to the dialect in the novel. Both teachers help out. The lesson ends with
a whole class activity in which each of the questions is addressed under the L1 teacher’s
lead, with the L2 teacher assisting. The L1 teacher pays particular attention to the phenom-
enon of intertextuality. (Classroom observation, 22 October 2016).
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The other two classes read the same novel during the same period. The second field
note is gathered from a lesson with another of the three classes and from work with
the second novel:

One teacher is present, the L1 teacher. Before the lesson starts, one of the L2 learners say
aloud that the pilot project is a better organisation than what he experienced in grade 7-9.
Today’s lesson includes work on the fourth section of the novel The Kite-flyer. The content is
written in a list on the whiteboard but the teacher highlights that all of it is not supposed to
be handled during this lesson, there will be another lesson later the same day. The teacher
directs the students to the digital platform for a list of questions focusing mainly on literary
terminology in what the teacher call a ‘form analysis’. The pupils work in their (mixed) base
groups, seated in a row of four desks. The teacher walks around and help out. During the
follow-up she uses terminology like dynamic and static character, and omniscient point of
view and analepsis, and explains that although the book has autobiographical traits the
events in Afghanistan are not fiction. The teacher gives questions to students without
asking them to raise their hands. The teacher reveals (in a combined voice of strictness
and light-heartedness) that one group of students have not done their homework. The
students are informed that they will prepare for a test in the same way as with The Emperor
of Portugallia. (Classroom observation, 8 February 2017).

Finally, the last field note is from a lesson with the third class and the work with yet
another novel:

Two teachers are present: one L1 teacher and one L2 teacher. Today’s lesson is the first
in a range of several around The Dung-Beetle Flies at Dusk. The L1 teacher tells the
students to go to the library to borrow the novel and that the L2 teacher will be there to
help them. When one of the L1 learners gets back he says: ‘Fuck, what a bad book. The
Kite Flyer was so-so but this . . . I don’t even know what the first word [tordyveln] means.’
The teacher smiles; ‘That’s not your [the class’] normal attitude!’. When all students are
back in the classroom they are informed that the next lesson will be cancelled since the
pilot project teacher group need time for joint marking. One student asks which of the
two teachers will be responsible for deciding on his final course grade and the L1
teacher informs that it will be the L2 teacher. The L2 teacher reads aloud from the
book, starting in a statement that the first part of the book is a prologue. The students
seem to listen carefully. The L1 teacher shows corresponding images of phenomena from
the book when they appear; a dung-beetle, an embankment etc. The students then work
individually with the vocabulary of the book. Towards the end of the lesson, the L1
teacher promises to ‘help you to get into the book on Wednesday’ and informs everyone
to read to page 78 for next Monday. The students’ seating is decided by the L1 teacher.
(Classroom observation, 27 February 2017).

First, the field notes tell describe is being done (doings) in the teaching practice and
what makes the activities possible (the material-economic arrangements). One example is
the circumstance that the teachers supply novels; in the field notes we find The emperor
of Portugallia by the Swedish Nobel Prize winning author Selma Lagerlöf, The Kite Flyer
by the Afghan-American author Khaled Hosseini and The Dung-Beetle Flies at Dusk by the
Swedish author of books for children and youth Maria Gripe. Another example is the
teachers’ use of images as artefacts. The teachers also arranged activities around the
novels, activities such as literary analyses, word work check-ups and tests. The activities
are often structured in lists, to be found on the whiteboard or on a digital area.

The field notes also tell what is being said (sayings) in the teaching practice and what
makes these utterances possible (the cultural-discursive arrangements). The teachers use
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terminology including specialised concepts collected from literature science. They also
use tone of voice and smiles, (most likely) to signal light-heartedness or seriousness, and
they read parts of a novel aloud.

Finally the field notes give information about how people relate (relatings) to each
other and to artefacts (the social-political arrangements) in the teaching practice. There
are lessons where both the L1 and the L2 teachers are present; then the L1 teachers lead
the teaching to a greater extent than the L2 teacher. While, the L2 teacher has an
important role as responsible for the extra weekly hour and for grading the L2 students,
she sometimes gets a more down-sized role as a side-kick or a ‘reader’. The teaching
practice is characterised by teachers who appear helpful and supportive towards the
students. The teachers also took a firm role in deciding the base groups and by strictly
portioning the novel reading. Finally, they related to both Swedish cultural heritage and
to contemporary events in other parts of the world, which in turn indicates a practice
that complies with the policy documents (the two curricula); the curricula request fiction
by female as well as male authors (for SVE/L1 and SVA/L2), fiction from/fiction that gives
insights into different cultures (for SVE/L1 and SVA/L2), and fiction that gives insight into
Swedish referential frames (for SVA/L2). The novel by Selma Lagerlöf is a little more than
hundred years old which means a potential violation of the stipulated ‘modern fiction’ in
the curriculum for the SVA/L2 course.

Before moving on, it should be stated that the teaching practice of fiction reading within
the pilot project is also shaped by the teachers’ dispositions (see Mahon et al. 2017), in this
case, how they perceive the best ways to shape a justice-building practice.

When considering the practice during the project, the teachers frequently used words
such as ‘trade-offs’ and ‘balance’, reflecting views that were conveyed in their actions.
According to the Inventory of practice traditions document written by the pilot project
teacher, the literature selected for study in the two subjects had long been character-
istically drawn from two distinct traditions. The Kite Flyer, by the Afghan-American author
Khaled Hosseini, was aligned with the L2 tradition of the school, and according to
several course plans from a variety of Swedish teacher education sites this is also
a tradition nationally at an academic level. In this tradition, contemporary novels that
can facilitate identity building for young people of ethnic origin are usually prioritised. In
accordance with the project’s objective to provide overarching balance, the teachers
had chosen to read two novels aligned with the cultural heritage and L1 traditions
(Selma Lagerlöf’s The Emperor of Portugallia and Maria Gripe’s The Dung-Beetle Flies at
Dusk), one set outside a homogeneous western world (Khaled Hosseini’s The Kite Flyer)
and one (read towards the end of the school year) that dealt in an ironic manner with
stereotypes of ‘Swedishness’ and immigrants (Jonas Hassen Khemiri’s An Eye Red), both
aligned with the school’s L2 tradition. This selection indicates a deliberate attempt to
balance the cultural traditions. It also meets the challenge highlighted by Economou
(2015), that not all L2 learners prefer reading novels about migration. An affiliated
ambition was to avoid favouring the L1 tradition at the cost of the L2 tradition. For
similar reasons the teachers’ tried to avoid a potential stigmatisation of the L2 learners
by arranging a fourth weekly hour also for the L1 learners, struggling or not. However,
the L1 students were not supposed to attend this fourth hour regularly.

The teachers believed in a combination similar to what Hammond (2006) refers to as
‘high challenge, high support’. During the lessons mentioned above, the teachers
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introduced vocabulary from the specialised literature domain, including terms such as
‘intertextuality’ ‘omniscient narrator’ and ‘prologue’. This can be seen as an effort to
maintain ‘intellectual push’, as recommended by Hammond (2006) in mainstreamed
organisations. This can be seen also as an effort to avoid the problem with lower intellec-
tual challenges in the second language classroom (see Economou 2013; Johnson 1996).

One of the project teachers’ motives for maintaining literary analysis and teaching at
a high level, as expressed by one of the involved teachers, was to prepare the students,
including the L2 students, for the ‘Swedish 3’ or ‘Swedish as a second language 3’
course. In other words, it was important to ensure the possibility that the students
taking the vocational program would progress to higher education.

To ensure their wish to mix both L1 and L2 learners, the teachers decided to avoid the
formation of student-initiated constellations during group activities and created base
groups themselves. It could be assumed that the formation of mixed groups reduced the
risk of L2 learners ending up in ‘self-contained, hermetic universes’ (Bunch 2006, 285).

As far as teaching choices are concerned, the teachers relied on ideas of strong
framing of selection (of novels), activities (structured lists), pace (portioning the novel
reading in weekly sections) etc (cf. Bernstein 2000) and on the benefits of using multi-
modal resources. For example, expecting that some of the students would not know
what a dung-beetle [tordyvel] is, the teacher had brought in a photo of one. Partly with
the needs of the L2 learners in mind, they listened to recordings of the Vaermlandian
dialect that characterises the language of the Lagerlöf novel, and the students were
shown a map of the region of Vaermland together with pictures of the nature and
scenery in the novel’s settings.

Extension of the students’ vocabulary was another deliberate effort. By referring to
a prefix (see field note 1), the teacher drew the students’ attention to a morphological
aspect of Swedish grammar. Word work was given high priority as an activity around the
third novel. Systematic vocabulary extension is in fact a strategy also recommended by
vocabulary researchers who focus particularly on social differences (see Coxhead 2010;
Ouellette 2006; Pikulski and Templeton 2004).

The teachers’ work on the novels ended after the reading and, after weekly home-
work check-ups there was an exam in which students were required to write essays on
topics selected from a list: for example The depiction of good and evil in Selma Lagerlöf’s
The Emperor of Portugallia. Both the L1 and L2 teachers assessed and marked the L2
learners’ essays. This strategy, to conduct joint marking, represents another conviction
characterising the teaching practice.

To summarise, the characteristics of the teaching practice aimed for, to a substantial
extent were supported by research. In the next two sections, I will move on to an extended
interpretation of what enabled and constrained the realisation of a teaching practice
intended to result in increased equity, starting from the perspective of enablement.

What enabled the realisation

For an extended interpretation of what enabled the realisation of the desired teaching
practice we are dependent on the theoretical assumption that practices relate to each
other in ecologies (Kemmis et al. 2012). As far as the educational leadership and admin-
istration is concerned, the leadership had provided a good infra-structure for the school
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through a library with book collections, through digital platforms and through the
supply of multimodal resources. Also important was that the pilot project leader, an
L1 teacher, held a post of a kind recently established in Sweden, that permitted her to
allocate time to the project. The administration was involved by making the necessary
coordinated and accommodative timetabling.

Associated with one of the key elements of the pilot project design, the school’s L1
and L2 teachers attended a seminar on vocabulary didactics held by a lecturer from the
regional university. The activity was paid for with money dedicated for professional
development/learning. Money previously reserved also enabled the wider teaching
team to attend a presentation by a lecturer with a doctorate in Swedish as a Second
Language and enabled the teachers involved in the pilot project to participate in a two-
day research conference arranged by a network orientated towards L1 and L2 didactics,
often focusing fiction reading. The need for such continuous professional development,
primarily for L1 teachers, is confirmed by Bunch (2006) who emphasises that ‘[m]ain-
stream teachers often receive little training in working with linguistically diverse stu-
dents’ (285). Thus, the activities should be seen as enabling.

There were other practices that were enabling butweremore distantly located in relation
to the site: the local bank whose financial donation allowed an additional weekly hour of
supportive teaching. An even more distant practice was the policy document practice
within the National Agency for Education is responsible for designing the curriculum for
each school subject. In Sweden, there are no canonical lists of recommended literary works
and, thus, the selection of novels was open to the teachers. In other words, there were no
stipulations in the national policy documents to which the teachers had to adhere. This
implied a freedom for the teachers to make the balanced selection they preferred.

An interpretation of what the educational research and evaluation contributed will be
saved for a later section.

What constrained the realisation

In other ways, the results indicate that there were also phenomena that constrained the
desired practice. Organisational mistakes reduced the teachers’ opportunities to develop
their students’ knowledge and competence:

There are practical things that put spanners in the works . . . not only logistics and time-
tabling but also our time for joint planning. (Teacher)

One of the main ‘spanners’ was that the extra teaching session where the L2 learners
met their L2 teacher in a smaller group was scheduled in the late afternoon, between
3.35 and 4.25 pm. This was particularly problematic in relation to students enrolled in
a program with a strong sports orientation. Representatives of one of the most success-
ful local football clubs and a hockey club had been in touch with the school’s head-
master and persuaded him to allow some students to miss some or all of these lessons.
Depending on the status of the sports club to which the students belonged, the L2
teacher had to apply two different rules and keep some students while letting other
students leave early. This circumstance, related to educational leadership and adminis-
tration, impacted on the teachers’ opportunities to allow the L2 students to benefit fully
from the targeted support that had been planned.
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The novel the teachers had chosen to read initially was actually not The Emperor of
Portugallia:

Actually, we chose The Kite Flyer first. ‘This is something we should use, since it is ideal for
the purposes of this project’. (Teacher)

In order to avoid favouring the L1 tradition the teachers wished to start with a novel
from the L2 tradition. However, for practical reasons the teachers had to choose another
book, of which sufficient copies would be available in the school library for all three
classes at the same time. This led to the selection of a book rooted firmly in Swedish
cultural heritage, closely aligned with the L1 tradition. Thus, the school library and its, in
this case, limited book collection became an obstacle.

As mentioned above, before the pilot project teachers of other subjects (such as Social
Science, History or Chemistry) had also noted that L2 students generally sought each other’s
company and chose to work together on writing assignments. This was something that the
teachers wanted to change via the pilot project. However, they experienced some problems
connected to this. A phenomenon touched upon in the teacher interviews was that they
met students who identified themselves as L2-learners rather than as mainstreamed lear-
ners. This was confirmed by the student interviews: ‘I don´t want to go to this Swedish 1, sort
of. I want to go to my Swedish as a second language (L2 learner, my italics)’. Also, another
one of the interviewed students appeared to be less satisfiedwith the pilot organisation and
expressed a wish to have more L2 education, because ‘I’m new, I haven’t been here for very
long’ and at present ‘can’t get help with grammar and so on’. Here, the student seemed to
equate L2with Swedish grammar and, as the interviews show, together with other students,
accurate writing. This is consistent with a common student perception noted by Sharif
(2016): ‘To know Swedish is in other words the same as knowing how towrite Swedish’ (107,
quotation marks and italics in original). A wish for a stronger focus on writing correctly
appears to be a legitimate experienced need from the students. However, this wish runs
parallel with demands on the involved teachers to consider the total curriculum and its
varied content, including goals concerning literary knowledge. Thus, to some extent, the
teachers have to face students’ hopes that extend beyond curricular objectives. This is in
spite of the teachers involved, not least the L2 teacher, highlighting similarities (and
differences) in the curricular plans for the L1 and L2 learners. Here, it is the students’
dispositions, expectations and experiences that challenge the teachers’ ambition, poten-
tially rather than the learning practice as a partial practice. Another challenge that con-
cerned the teachers during the project was a feeling of being inadequate, and that the
students needed more help. The teachers expressed a general wish to be able to provide
more help, and the students expressed a corresponding wish to receive more help. The
latter was one of the reasons why some students stated that they would prefer separated
education for L1 and L2 students.

All the teachers involved divided their classes into mixed base groups that the
students had no influence over. However, during the initially reported observed lesson
in which the base groups were expected to work together on questions pertaining to
the novel, two L1 girls from one base group (of four) turned around and started working
with two from another group, thereby forming a non-mixed, non-mainstreamed group.
This disloyalty to the teacher-decided group constellations can be regarded as
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a constraint on the equity that the project was intended to foster. One of the teachers
described similar constraints:

And you really have to be very much like . . . Sometimes I have to position myself like a wall
between different groups. Stand there myself. I wore a loose dress the other day, and I had
to spread it out [like a wall] and they asked: ‘What are you doing?’ – ‘I don’t want you to
speak to each other’. (Teacher).

As already mentioned, mixed groups can be important for the linguistic support stu-
dents can obtain from not being isolated (Bunch 2006). However, they may also enable
L2 learners to obtain other important benefits through the networks they create with L1
learners, for example a summer job through contacts with more established students’
parents (during May 2017 this was raised in one of the societal programs in The Swedish
Broadcasting service, P1). Again, the students’ dispositions created yet another obstacle.

As far as constraints are concerned, some responsibility ultimately lies with The National
Agency for Education; the policy document practice, and its ambiguity concerning how
similar or different the two subjects are, particularly regarding literature education.

The teachers’ confidence with the project – and their challenge of their own
beliefs

Halfway through the project, the teachers expressed confidence that the practice was
beneficial:

I am becoming increasingly convinced that this is the best way to meet the L2 learners’
needs. (Teacher).

The focus in this article is not on the students’ learning practice and the students were
not asked specifically on their literary engagement due to the mainstreamed classroom.
However, a teacher’s voice gives a perspective on the matter:

. . . I have my [student name, a boy with a foreign background] who just loved this [novel].
They were supposed to present themselves in a moment relating to rhetorics, ‘The portrait
of myself’, and to give a small presentation with four or five images that showed who they
were. And he had brought an image of The Emperor of Portugallia, of the book. And said
that ‘I have read this book and I think it is so good’. When he presented himself. It has really
made an impression on him. From initially what is this and I don’t understand anything’, the
first pages. And then, when he got into it, he found it so touching. (Teacher).

Although, there is an obvious risk that the student mentioned in the quotation has
performed only to satisfy his teacher, the quote indicates a likely positive response from
one of the targeted L2 students regarding the novel selection. Moreover, one of the other
teachers reported that one of her students (from among the most newly-arrived students)
was ‘really in control of the plot in comparison to the others’. This is more evidence of the
potential advantages of the mainstreamed organisation.

Towards the end, the project teachers (and colleagues teaching the same subjects
and courses) were still satisfied with the practice developed during the project and saw
multiple advantages for the students.

Nevertheless, although the teachers generally appeared firm and were not worried
about their choices, for several reasons they reconsidered some decisions and they
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noted several concerns. In other words, some aspects challenged the teachers’ founda-
tions (dispositions). One aspect refers to the novel The Emperor of Portugallia and as one
of the teachers stated: ‘maybe it was too difficult to them [the L2 learners’ (teacher). One
of the main concerns, however, was that four of the 13 L2 learners failed the national
reading comprehension test, prompting expressions of doubt among the teachers. The
teachers also reflected critically on several aspects of the practice, including the optimal
teaching tempo, cognitive challenges and the number of novels to read during the
first year (especially for the L2 learners). An aspect they considered in depth was the
fiction selected. Although the L2 curriculum stipulates that associated fiction reading
should provide ‘insights in . . . Swedish referential frames’, the teachers clearly recognised
and reflected upon the potential sensitivity of this matter. They also reflected critically
on their choices, here illustrated in relation to the The Dung-Beetle Flies at Dusk:

. . . this youth novel has been the most difficult, both content-wise and language-wise, much
was unknown, particularly for L2. Rural setting, played out some time ago, many idiomatic
expressions that we had to work hard with. (Field notes of teacher utterances, teacher
conference 31 May 2017)

The educational research and its contributions

The educational research and evaluation practice influenced the teaching practice. As
researchers, we did not only follow the project at a distance, we repeatedly commented
on what happened, contributed suggestions for competence development activities,
and supplied the participating teachers with scholarly literature. For instance, we
encouraged them to keep the pace was high. This may have helped the students to
cover and reach all goals in the curriculum, including those relating to fiction and literary
analysis. The intellectual level was also kept high, which presumably enabled all students
to learn the specialised language associated with not only Swedish literature, but also to
broader linguistic and general proficiencies. Our analysis and observations indicated that
the practice developed in the pilot project was also likely to strengthen the vocational
students’ opportunities to progress to higher education, a matter that was highlighted
in the final meeting.

We supported the teachers’ self-criticism in connection to the worrying national
reading test results, but also maintained that the students’ failure was not necessarily
linked to the content of the pilot project. Indeed, the practice had ensured that the
students had read not only the Emperor of Portugallia, but also two other novels. In
addition, the autumn term had started with close reading of three short stories followed
by a reading activity over 10 weeks in which the students had worked with news articles
and various other texts, and tried several conscious reading strategies. An alternative
explanation for the disappointing results is that a couple of the students had too little
time (as new arrivals) to develop their reading comprehension skills. As noted by Scheiki
(2016), ‘L2 learners face specific difficulties in reading comprehension in general and the
national test in particular’ (178, our translation).

Although we as researchers could fully understand the wish for more help among
both the students and teachers, we challenged it, as our observations indicated that it
may reflect a habit of requesting individual help, rather than a real need. Our impression
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was that the teaching organisation with clear instruction, clear sequencing of novels and
clear examples, enabled the students to work together without repeated, individual help
from their teachers. Our challenge seemed to have a heuristic function, as the teachers
subsequently expressed recognition and confirmation of our hypothesis.

As far as the novel selection is concerned we presented the statement expressed by
the sociolinguist Hasan (2005) to the teachers:

Cultural change and cultural maintenance are mutually defining phenomena: the one is
unknowable without the other. So the reproduction of knowledge as the object of teaching
has a definite value in the life of a community. Nonetheless, if it were to remain the sole
object of teaching, this could give rise to some serious problems (234).

Notably, Hasan points out that it is fully possible to give space for content within the
cultural heritage, even when aiming to promote beneficial change for sociologically
categorised groups. However, it should not be the only content. This potentially
increased the teachers’ feelings comfort with their choice of novels.

We also forwarded insights from the student interviews, such as the fact that the
students made confirmatory remarks of the value of certain aspects in the interviews:

Studying together is best because when we read, sort of, someone reads, then the other
person explains to the whole class what this person has read, summarises, then it is much
better because everyone can hear what that person says, how he/she thinks and such like.
(L2 student)

The strong framing (cf. Bernstein 2000) of novel reading seemed to have been another
means of support for the students, according to their interview comment:

Student This reading, it’s fun to read because now we’ve finished a book. That’s good
but it’s has still been like, you’ve been sitting there last evening and just
[thinking] ‘Wow, I’ve got a lot of pages to read’. So, it’s still been a bit stressful
when it comes to that bloody book [laughter]. But it’s lucky that they split it
up, ‘By this date we’re supposed to . . . ’/ . . . /

Student . . . ‘read this far “because otherwise you had . . .
Student . . . wouldn’t have reached . . .
Student . . . done it at all . . .

These confirmatory student reactions potentially strengthened the teachers’ feelings
of having made the right choices. The division of the novel reading in sections, which
was helpful according to the students, could be regarded as a ‘pace push’, analogous of
the ‘intellectual push’, recommended by Hammond (2006).

Some relevant expectations only emerged during the interviews and as such they
were probably not obvious to the teachers until they were told about the interview
content. The L2 student who expressed a wish for more attention to grammar (as in his/
her secondary school) also said that, ‘Now, it’s sort of, I didn’t know anything about
literature and such’. However, it was not only the L2 learners who found the literature
education new. In responses to a question in the interviews regarding the biggest
difference between Swedish education at secondary and upper secondary school,
some L1 students said they had never read novels at all before, and definitely not in
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a whole class arrangement. Regarding her previous experiences of reading fiction an L1
student commented:

To me the biggest difference is in reading together like this, because when I went to the
X-school I studied Swedish [L1] at my own pace, sort of, so it’s quite a big difference reading
together and doing the same things all the time. (L1 learner).

The school referred to by the student is a small independent school that strongly
emphasises individual student work and working at one’s own pace in its pedagogical
profile. This shows that the teachers must tackle both L1 and L2 learners’ unfamiliarity
with fiction reading practices, but they have to show particular care in the teaching
practice to avoid misunderstandings among the L2 learners.

In other respects the teachers met groups where both L1 and L2 learners seemed to
share some difficulties and lack of familiarity with parts of the subject content. For
example, the comment from an L1 learner after the library visit: ‘Fuck, what a bad book.
The Kite Flyer was so-so but this . . . I don’t even know what the first word [tordyveln]
means’, highlights that the insect name was likely to be a common knowledge gap for
both the L1 and L2 learners.

The importance of stressing this type of common knowledge gap was emphasised by
us as researchers in our final meeting with the teaching team. In this way we presumably
influenced future teaching practice by identifying these kinds of common knowledge
gaps. We also presumably influenced future teaching practice by providing some
recommendations in our final report. One of these recommendations, given the stu-
dents’ expressed need for help (see above), was to make clear to the students that it
may be appropriate to develop the habit of making reasonable judgments and living
with some uncertainty. Another recommendation emanated from an idea described by
Bunch (2006) of giving ‘struggling readers’ special resource cards, to avoid simplified
texts and, instead, use original ones. These resource cards had additional notes in the
margin that summarised each paragraph (or chapter) in the text being read. We
suggested that this didactical idea could be developed, varied and provide artefacts
offering some of the help the L2 learners requested in the interviews, as well as the
stronger emphasis on comparative linguistic analysis that the curriculum for Swedish as
a second language demanded in 2011. To avoid signals that only L2 learners have
shortcomings and need complementary support, it would also be possible to give L1
learners (or groups based on other divisions of students) corresponding resource cards
with appropriate content from time to time.

Moreover, double sets of books, in both Swedish and newly arrived students’ mother
tongues, such as Arabic and Swedish versions of the novel The Kite Flyer, may be
helpful. Or, better still, books with pages in Swedish and corresponding passages in
other mother tongues on opposite pages. Another recommendation was to continue
identifying knowledge gaps shared by both student groups, such as the meaning of
‘dung-beetle’ (‘tordyvel’), and focus on them in joint work to decrease L2 learners’
feeling of having inferior knowledge.

We could see the down-sized role given to/taken by the L2 teacher as a problematic
circumstance. However, we did not discuss nor challenge this in our meetings with the
teaching team; this is an omission we take a self-critical attitude to.
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Discussion

The aim of this article was to explore the teaching practice intended to stir students into
the practice of reading fiction within a mainstreaming framework and what enabled and
constrained the realisations of the project. To summarise, the analysis guided by the
theory of practice architectures revealed circumstances that both enable and constrain
efforts to meet objectives of the studied teaching practice, how these drive each other,
and their mutual dependence. The theory enabled an analysis of the dynamic nature of
the practice, and its embedding in an ecology of practices (Kemmis et al. 2012).

The difficulties noted by the teachers could be regarded as reflecting doubts about the
value of the practice. However, they could also simply reflect teachers’ acknowledgements
of challenges, incompatible demands, and tensions they face and address throughout their
working lives. The teachers’ awareness of these challenges and tensions, it could be
assumed, support the practice and project. Hence, expressions of their professionality
emerged. When considering the practice during the project, the teachers frequently used
words such as ‘trade-offs’ and ‘balance’, reflecting views that were carried into their actions.
The uncertainty of optimal preparations for L1 and L2 education, and the lack of definitive
recommendations from research leave the teachers with little guidance. However, the lack
of consensus regarding optimal approaches indicates that the best strategies are probably
rooted in ‘balance’, ‘trade-offs’ and the inclusion of multiple perspectives. This accords with
Hammond’s (2006) recommendation that mainstreaming must provide all students with
high intellectual challenges and strong, clear support.

It should be noted that during the project period the school’s management expressed
concern about some of the preliminary results, particularly regarding the students’ experi-
ences, as some students had expressed dissatisfaction. However, this should not necessarily
prompt reversion to a traditional, separated educational organisation. Although students’
negative experiences must be acknowledged, they may have difficulties in seeing their full
complex contexts and trajectories, and their reactions should be weighed against the tea-
chers’ ambitions to enable students to progress in later stages. Thus, rather than simply
conceding to wishes to revert, it seems more appropriate to seek ways to convey this
complexity to students without leaving them feeling that their experiences are being ignored.

Complicating everyday teaching practicse is also the difficulty of matching students
with curriculum-based divisions into two groups, i.e. L1 and L2. This is because there will be
substantial diversity, not only in students’ ethnicity, but also in their social backgrounds
and previous experiences, both in and out of school. Thus, there may be strong similarities
as well as differences between students for whom Swedish is not their first language and
others who have first-language knowledge of Swedish, but lack familiarity with academic
school language (Bunch 2006). The teachers involved in the pilot project encountered, and
sought ways to address associated challenges on a daily basis. As far as constraining
conditions are concerned, some of the responsibility for change lies with The National
Agency for Education. Given the potential advantages of reading fiction, it may seem odd
that the Swedish as a second language (L2) curriculum includes less intellectually challen-
ging requirements for fictional understanding than the L1 curriculum.

I have already stated that the practice architecture theory was helpful in revealing the
kinds of arrangements that enabled and constrained the objectives and captured the
dynamics of a practice. In parallel, I experienced some difficulties in keeping the analytic
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entities apart. However, this is fully in line with the theoretical principles where ‘enmesh-
ment’ is a crucial concept for describing relationships between arrangements and how
they, and practices, are in reality inevitably entwined (see Langelotz 2017).

Concluding remarks

The study reveals that teaching fiction readingwithin amainstreamed frame requires teachers
who are aware of educational choices relating to what is referred to as contextualised
didactics, a perspective that in contrast to decontextualised didactics takes sociological
aspects into account (Simola 1998). The teaching team in the study showed such an aware-
ness and this turned out to be a prerequisite for meeting the aims of the project. In the
tradition of theory of practice architecture, a distinction is made between practice and praxis
(Edwards-Groves and Grootenboer 2015) where the previous refers to instrumental teaching
aspects such as meeting learning outcomes while the latter refers to educational goals of
justice in society. The teaching practice described and analyzed, definitely had praxis in mind.
Praxis demands teachers who will dare to challenge school traditions both at school level and
at societal level, and who are also able to respond to the tensions that emerge.
A recommendation for both headteachers, teachers and researchers is to encourage such
courageous attitudes. Finally, a recommendation to the National Agency for Education would
be to revise the L2 curriculum in order not to constrain praxis.
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Appendix A

Table A1 shows the similarities and differences between the literature elements (following the
reform) of the first L1 and L2 upper secondary education Swedish courses:

Appendix B

Interview questions
Sayings and cultural-discursive arrangements
Describe how you, today, generally reason about the mainstreaming organisation?
What do you find easiest?
What do you find most difficult?
Who do you think this will benefit?
Doings and material-economic arrangements
What do you do differently now when you teach within the mainstreaming organisation?
Relatings and social-political arrangements
Describe who, today, has the responsibility for what concerning planning, realisation and

assessment?
To what extent do you agree on roles and tasks?
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Table A1. A comparison of contents and knowledge requirements related to literature reading in
Swedish 1 and Swedish as a Second Language 1 curricula.

Swedish 1 Swedish as a Second Language 1

Core content Fiction, written by women as well as men,
from different times and cultures.
Central motifs, narrative technique and
common stylistics in fictional narratives,
for example in fiction and drama as well as
in film and other media.

Reading of and conversations about modern
fiction written by women as well as men
giving insights into different cultures,
human themes and Swedish referential
frames.

Knowledge
requirements for
grade A (the
highest grade)

The student can synoptically record the
contents of some central Swedish and
international fictional works and other
narratives. The student can also reflect on
the content and form by means of some
concepts from narrative technique and
stylistics. Moreover, the student can
circumstantially report on some
connections between different works by
giving examples of common themes and
motifs. The student can report some
observations, formulate well-grounded
and nuanced own thoughts, starting in the
narration, and relate the content in the
narration in a relevant way to human
conditions.

The student can report on the contents of
easy texts of different kinds and modern
fiction and relate the contents to his/her
own experiences and human and societal
conditions.
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